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Mastering Initial /R/ Directions
 
Important Note: This product is intended to accompany the video lessons. 
 
Go to: http://bit.ly/28UfRO0  
Set up an account and enroll in the free class called “Mastering /R/”. Bookmark the class on 
your computer or iPad so that you can reference it with students. 
 
 
Lesson 2: 

1. Explain to the students that our tongue exercises are now going to include a sound, but we 
are not yet making it into an /r/ sound.   

2. Teach students the “aaaaa” sound (like you would say at the doctor’s office). Practice this 
sound while making the puffy tongue. Use the picture and the video lesson to demonstrate. 
 
3. Have students practice making the puffy tongue + “a” sound. 
 
3. Give the students the practice page. For each picture that they touch (or cover with a bingo 
chip), practice another puffy tongue with the sound. 
 
4. Send the student home with the worksheet to practice their puffy tongue with “a” sound in 
front of a mirror at home. 
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LESSON 2:  
PUFFY TONGUE WITH SHORT “A” 

Make your puffy tongue, now add the short vowel “a”. 
Keep your puffy tongue strong while vocalizing. Hold it for 
as long as you can. 
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Each time that you correctly make a puffy tongue with “a”, cross off one mouth. 
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Each time that you correctly make a puffy tongue with “a”, cross off one mouth. 
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